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About the Toronto Society of Architects
Established in 1887, the Toronto Society of Architects
(TSA) is a non-profit volunteer-led organization dedicated
to bringing people together to discuss, learn and explore
around our shared passion for the built environment.

Under construction building tour of 80 Atlantic (left), Waterfront public walking tour (right)

We are committed to the betterment of our city and have
played an important advocacy role throughout Toronto’s
history. We do this through a wide range of programs
which foster welcoming and inclusive forums for debate
and the exchange of ideas, stimulating critical thinking
about the design and building issues of our time.
Our public programming is complemented by initiatives
supporting the personal growth and professional
development of close to 1900 TSA members. Membership
is open to everyone and welcomes design professionals,
students and the general public.

Ontario Place Charrette, 2019
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What We Believe
We believe that city-building is a collaborative process
strengthened by a diversity of voices, open debate of
ideas, and an informed citizenship. Our work exists at the
intersection of public and professional discourse, creating
common ground for discussion. We believe in life-long
learning, helping our members deliver better work
for their communities and promoting civic literacy on
architecture and design through engaging and accessible
programming. We are committed to constantly evaluating
our offerings to ensure their continued relevance,
responding to changing needs and priorities.
Pride 2019 - our first time marching in the Pride Parade, Photograph by Kurtis Chen

We actively work to create an inclusive and welcoming
Society, removing barriers to participation and supporting
members throughout their careers. We believe in the
importance of diverse viewpoints, emerging voices and
untold stories. We work together towards common
goals, providing platforms for the sharing of knowledge,
experience and ideas.

Our Reach
TSA membership includes close to 1900 passionate
individuals including architects (58.4%) and intern
architects (23.9%), as well other design professionals,
technologists and students, among many others. Our
membership has been growing consistently, doubling in
numbers since 2010.

TSA CONNECT 2020, a networking event for students and emerging professionals
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Annually, TSA events are attended by over 7,000
participants and we have 13,000 social media followers.
Every year our website receives 57,000 visitors.
Toronto Society of Architects
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WHAT
DOES YOUR
SPONSORSHIP
SUPPORT?
LECTURES
LECTURES

39

TOURS
WALKING
TOURS

201

DOORS
OPEN
OPEN
STUDIO

30

including public forums,
skill building lectures and
design charrettes

from public walking tours to
exclusive under construction
tours, we love exploring!

participating studios
opening their doors during
Doors Open Toronto

4,100 +

7,900 +

8400 +

lecture attendees

tour attendees

visitors for DOTO weekend

We take great pride in the
diversity and accessibility
of our programming. In
any given year, the TSA
puts together dozens of
free or highly affordable
events including lectures,
networking events, tours,
student workshops, among
many others. Your support
helps us lead important
design conversations and
is vital in ensuring our
programming remains
accessible to all.
Check out some of what we
have accomplished in the
past 3 years!

CONTINUING EDUCATION

NETWORKING

K - 12 OUTREACH

63.5

610

750 +

hours of
Structured Learning
6

attendees in our
networking events

You can learn more about
the TSA’s initiatives in our
Annual Reports!

K-12 students engaged in
TSA programming
Toronto Society of Architects
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OUR NEW
DIGITAL
OFFERINGS

WEBINARS
LECTURES

VIRTUAL TOURS
WALKING
TOURS

VIRTUAL
NETWORKING
OPEN
STUDIO

9

9

6

included lunch time
professional development
and fast-paced pecha
kuchas

whether live or recorded,
our home tours and ondemand instagram series
broke attendance records

when we needed it the
most, 6 virtual TSA
CONNECT sessions
brought us together

560 +

5800 +
tour attendees

session participants

PLAYLISTS
LECTURES

COVID-19
RESOURCES
WALKING
TOURS

VIRTUAL
PRIDE
FLOATS
OPEN
STUDIO

1300+

2500+

850

film lovers visited our new
curatedTSA playlists

visitors made use of our
COVID-19 resource page

revelers walked through
our virtual Village

webinar attendees
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334

2020 has been challenging,
but it has also fostered
some innovative events
utilizing virtual platforms
that have extended our
reach and made the
TSA’s programming more
accessible.
From virtual tours to
webinars, we are excited
to welcome new audiences
as we continue to develop
our online offerings. For
us, virtual programming is
not a temporary fix but a
permanent compliment to
our popular in-person events
and we are committed to
creating the infrastructure
needed to support it.
Check out some of these
inventive 2020 initiatives
and their reach!

Toronto Society of Architects
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SPONSORSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES

Your support is critical in ensuring we can maintain
and grow our robust programming, delivering timely,
relevant and affordable events and opportunities to
our members and the public. Supporting the TSA is a
great way of showing your commitment for Toronto’s
design and architecture community – putting your
brand in front of 1900 TSA members, thousands
of event attendees and over 13,000 social media
followers, all while contributing to design advocacy in
the Greater Toronto Area.
All our sponsorship programs provide year-round
recognition culminating in a celebration for all of our
supporters during our annual TSA BASH, Toronto’s
premier celebration of architecture. Maximize
your exposure by making an early commitment –
supporters are added to our event banner and website
as they are received throughout the year!
Have questions about these opportunities? Ready
to confirm your participation? Contact Anthony
Lombardo, Financial Coordinator, at
anthony@torontosocietyofarchitects.ca.
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OUR THREE
SPONSORSHIP
PROGRAMS
SUPPORTING STUDIOS
$25 - $65 per member

GENERAL SPONSORS
$250 - $1,500

PROGRAM SPONSORS
$2,500 and up

The TSA was founded in the
spirit of collegiality amongst
Toronto’s architects. Be part of
this shared history by ensuring
your employees are part of this
130 year old tradition!

Our general sponsors share our
commitment to promoting design
and architecture in the city and
the professional development
of our members. Their generous
commitment helps support yearround activities and programming
and the advancement of
architecture and design in
Toronto and the surrounding
region.

Looking for the highest visibility
amongst our members or
the public? Individuals and
companies may sponsor specific
TSA programs and initiatives,
such as our Technical Lectures,
TSA BASH or Home Tours. Our
program sponsors enjoy all the
perks of being a General Sponsor
plus additional branding and
recognition opportunities uniquely
designed for these initiatives.

By covering your employees’
membership costs not only do
you support the work of the
TSA, you also provide them yearround professional development
opportunities. Supporting studios
are recognized on our website,
annual report and annual general
meeting, and are the first to find
out about upcoming events and
learning opportunities for their
employees.
Learn more in our Supporting
Studios section.
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Sponsors are recognized on our
website, annual report and the
annual general meeting, as well as
in select TSA events throughout
the year. They also receive
exclusive perks including tickets
to our annual TSA BASH.
Learn more in our General
Sponsors section.

Program Sponsorships start at
$2500 and are custom designed
for each initiative. Check out some
of the current opportunities or
contact us for a custom-designed
package!
Learn more in our Program
Sponsors section.

Toronto Society of Architects
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SUPPORTING
STUDIOS

Invest in your employees while also
supporting the work of the TSA by
becoming a TSA Supporting Studio!
TSA Supporting Studios is a unique
sponsorship opportunity that recognizes
practices covering TSA membership fees
for their employees. TSA members get
free access to year-round professional
development and personal growth
opportunities, including technical
lectures and volunteer opportunities.
Supporting studios are recognized on
our website, annual report and annual
general meeting, and are the first to find
out about upcoming opportunities for
their studios and employees.
The TSA was founded in the spirit of
collegiality amongst Toronto’s architects,
so help us continue this shared history
by ensuring your employees are part of
this 130 year old tradition!
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MEMBERSHIP OPTIONS

From architects to students, TSA
membership is open to everyone
and all membership types include
full access to our exclusive benefits
and opportunities.
Architect / Licensed Technologist
($65+ HST)
General
($65+ HST)
Intern Architect
($25+ HST)
Students
(Free)

SUPPORTING STUDIOS
STUDIO & EMPLOYEE
BENEFITS
WHAT YOUR
EMPLOYEES RECEIVE

HOW WE RECOGNIZE
YOUR SUPPORT

• Free access to all TSA lecture
series (online and in person)

• Acknowledgement in our
Annual Report and Annual
General meeting

• Free access to exclusive TSA
building tours and our popular
walking tours
• Free acess to TSA CONNECT,
our signature networking event
• Subscription to bi-monthly TSA
bulletin including upcoming
TSA events and exclusive
member-only discounts
• Early bird access to TSA events

Did you know you can renew
TSA memberships through the
OAA renewal process? It’s the
easiest way to make sure your
memberships stay current!
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• Year-round recognition on the
TSA website (with link to your
website)
• Recognition in annual thank
you post on TSA social media
• Discounted rate for TSA BASH
tickets (including an additional
discount for purchases above
10 tickets)

• Access to volunteering and
mentorship opportunities
• Member-priced (50% off) TSA
BASH tickets

Toronto Society of Architects
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GENERAL
SPONSORS

Becoming a general sponsor is a great
way to show your support of the TSA.
From scholarships to educational
opportunities, networking events to
mentorship, your generous commitment
allows us to maintain and grow our
programming and support the robust
infrastructure needed to support it.
All our general sponsors are recognized
on our website, annual report and the
annual general meeting, as well as
in select TSA events throughout the
year. You also receive exclusive perks
including tickets to our annual TSA
BASH. All the sponsorship benefits you
were used to but now with year-round
recognition!
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GENERAL SPONSORS
LEVELS & BENEFITS

BENEFITS AND RECOGNITION

DONOR
$250

CONTRIBUTOR
$500

SUPPORTER
$1,000

PARTNER
$1,500

PROGRAM
$2,500 and up

• Acknowledgement in our Annual Report and
Annual General meeting
• Recognition in annual thank you post on
TSA social media
• Year-round recognition on the TSA website
name & link

logo & link

logo & link

logo & link

• Year-round recognition on pre-event banner
during TSA events

name

logo

logo

logo

• Recognition on BASH bulletins/webpage
before, during and after BASH

name

logo

logo

logo

name

logo

logo

logo

2 tickets

4 tickets

6 tickets

custom

name

• Recognition in BASH signage
• Complimentary tickets to the TSA BASH
• Custom program specific recognition in
lectures and tours (see Program Sponsors)
20
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PROGRAM
SPONSORS

Looking for the highest visibility
amongst our members or the public?
Individuals and companies may sponsor
specific TSA programs and initiatives,
such as our Technical Lectures, TSA
BASH or Home Tours. Our program
sponsors enjoy all the perks of being
a General Sponsor plus additional
branding and recognition opportunities
uniquely designed for these initiatives.
Program Sponsorships start at $2,500
and are custom designed for each
initiative. Summarized here are some of
the opportunities available.
Want to learn more about these
programs or looking to support an
initiative not currently listed? Contact
Joël León, Programming Director, at
joel@torontosocietyofarchitects.ca.
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PROGRAMMING
SPONSORS

WALKING TOURS
$2,500 (non-exclusive)

BUILDING AND HOME TOURS
$3,000 (non-exclusive)

Now in their 11th season, our
TSA Walking Tours aim to share
the stories behind Toronto’s
buildings and landscapes through
educational and entertaining
public tours. Tours run every
weekend from May to October
and are free for TSA Members.

SAMPLE RECOGNITIONS

In 2020 we launched our ondemand virtual tours, a new
offering with thematically linked
tours throughout the GTA. In 2021
we will be exploring Public Art.

• 2 complimentary season passes
to our walking tours

Your support helps us develop
new tours, purchase equipment
and uniforms, and offer free tours
to high school students.

• Acknowledgment in TSA bulletin
at the launch and end of the
season

Primary Audience: General Public
Attendance: 1000+ (2020)
No. of Events: 64 tours per year
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• All the benefits of a General
Sponsor (Partner Level) plus...
• Logo placement on tours’
website and ticket registration
system

• 10 gift tickets to any walking tour
throughout the season

• Thank you message and logo
during Virtual Tours

Our building tours have long been
a member favourite frequently
selling out shortly after tickets
are released. The tours are led by
the architects behind the project
and typically include an exclusive
‘under-construction’ tour each
season.

SAMPLE RECOGNITIONS
• All the benefits of a General
Sponsor (Partner Level) plus...
• Logo placement on tour event
page and initiative page
• Acknowledgment in TSA bulletin
with event posting

In 2020 we launched the TSA
Home Tours, providing virtual
• Verbal thank you at the beginning
tours of architect-designed
and end of tour
homes. This domestic series broke
attendance records with hundreds
joining us live, and even more
watching the online recordings.
Attendance (in-person): 40
Audience (virtual): 4000+
No. of Events: at least 3 building
and 3 home tours per season

Toronto Society of Architects
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TECHNICAL LECTURES
$5,000 (limited availability)

TSA BASH
$5,000 (limited availability)

Our technical lectures
provide timely, relevant
and affordable continuing
education opportunities for
design professionals. Sessions
are 1-2 hours in duration and
deal with a variety of topics
including sustainability, emerging
technologies, building science,
and practice management.

SAMPLE RECOGNITIONS

Your support allows us to
develop new thematic series and
content, maintain free access
for TSA members and continue
to innovate in our educational
offerings.

• Acknowledgment in TSA bulletin
with event posting

Audience: Design Professionals
Attendance: 60-120 per lecture
No. of Events: at least 4 lectures
per year
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• All the benefits of a General
Sponsor (Partner Level) plus...
• Logo placement on lecture event
page and initiative page
• Complimentary tickets to all
technical lectures

• Verbal thank you at the beginning
and end of the lecture
• Logo placement in certificates of
participation
• Logo placement in lecture
recording and on-demand video

A long established tradition, the
TSA BASH is Toronto’s premier
celebration of architecture and
design excellence. The event is
hosted in a different building
each year and brings together
hundreds of architects and design
professionals from across the
region. Festivities include tours
and a lively party, making it THE
architecture social event of the
year (and a coveted ticket!).
Funds raised during the BASH
help support our general
programming and operations.

SAMPLE RECOGNITIONS
• All the benefits of a General
Sponsor (Partner Level) plus...
• Priority placement of logo on all
TSA BASH signage, event page
and dedicated bulletins
• Custom signage with special
placement throughout the event
• Priority access to pre-BASH tours
• Logo on BASH napkins

This opportunity is limited to 3
exclusive sponsors (Bar, Venue
and Food).
Attendance: 450-600
No. of Events: Only one a year!
Toronto Society of Architects
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LOOKING FOR SOMETHING
CUSTOM?
Each year the TSA runs dozens
of events and launches numerous
resources through a wide
variety of initiatives. We have
many projects underway - from
mentorship programs to guide
maps - that need your support.
Get in touch and we’ll be happy
to discuss a custom sponsorship
opportunity and package that
fits your company’s interests and
values.
tsa@torontosocietyofarchitects.ca
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